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Abstract
We investigated the failure of an IS project within a global industrial company. The challenges in the
complexity of product master data were one of the failure reasons. We detected a research gap in how
to handle master data complexity in IS development, especially in data storage integrations. The traditional approach is to define so-called golden records, “single versions of truth”, for each record, and
then harmonize and cleanse data so that only or mainly golden record values will be used. We offer
federative approach as an alternative to the golden record approach. According to this approach data
interoperability is achieved by identifying shared attributes, by federating data on the basis of shared
attributes’ metadata, and by developing IS functionalities to process the metadata and their crossreferences. We compare the ontological stances of the approaches theoretically and with figures. We
present the results of a case, where the federative approach was probed. Our study contributes to research by showing how to link data management to IS development to address the complexity of master data in data interoperability projects, by comparing the golden record and the federative approaches, and by showing how the federative approach can be used in real-life contexts.
Keywords: Information systems development, master data management, data integration, data federation, golden record approach to data integration, federative approach to data integration, case study.
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Introduction

Due to digital data explosion (Hilbert and Lopez, 2011), organizations have more data available than
ever to be consumed for a myriad business purposes. The dominance of storable digital data over storable analog data is, however, a recent phenomenon. IDC (2011) as well as Hilbert and Lopez (2011)
estimated that the amount of digital data created by the mankind surpassed the amount of analog data
during the years 2002–2003, rose to 94 % in 2007 and is currently close to 100 % of storable data created by the mankind. The annual growth rate of digital data was 58 % during the years 1986-2007
(Hilbert and Lopez, 2011) and the growth is estimated to continue at that rate at the minimum. The 58
% annual growth rate was calculated from the number of server computers and their data processing
capacity. The figure does not include data created with digital cameras, PCs and smart mobile phones,
or with sensors and other Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Consequently, the annual growth rate of
storable digital data is probably significantly higher than 58 %. Any way, by combining a conservative
60 % annual growth rate and the 100 % share of digital data from all data created, one is able to calculate that almost 61 % of all storable data created by the mankind has, at any time since 2010, been created during the last two years. During 2018, the mankind creates every third month as much storable
digital data as we created from 10,000 BC until the end of 2013 in any format. In 2028, the same happens every 20th hour, in 2038 every 11th minute and in 2048 every 6th second. From the estimates of
Hilbert and Lopez (Hilbert and Lopez, 2011), it is also possible to calculate that in 2018 the mankind
will create 49 zettabytes storable digital data and 4,555,005 zettabytes in 2043 (60 % annual growth).
Data explosion is not just a volume issue although the number of information systems (IS) has exploded similar to digital data. Until this millennium, the majority of digital data was structured internal
data processed with the internal ISs of an organization. Even enterprise resources planning (ERP) and
other ISs that were purchased from IS vendors were managed and governed in the same way as internal ISs. Data were stored into the databases of those ISs and cumulated into data storages, such as reporting data vaults. Stored data consisted of transactional data, reports, documents and contents, to
which master and reference data were linked (Cleven and Wortmann, 2010; DAMA, 2009; DAMA,
2017). The most important data management issue was that organizations knew and controlled the data models and the designs of the data storages they used. We call this the closed systems period.
In data management, organizations face now the challenges of what we call the open systems period.
They have lost partially or totally the ability to know and control the logical and physical data models
and the designs of the data storages they use. Self-developed ISs and closed software packages have
been replaced with more open ISs developed for multiple organizations and/or with software and integration platforms. Independent IS service vendors are responsible for the data modelling of these ISs
and platforms. User organizations acquire and deploy them as IS services - increasingly from clouds.
In addition to processing and recording business transactions, organizations create digital data with
sensors and other devices in their manufacturing, logistics, and other processes. Communication and
message data, social media data, audio and video data, and analytics data are the data assets of these
new data sources. Data available to an organization have enlarged to include unstructured and multistructured data as well as additional dimensions of data, such as spatial and temporal. Data are also
increasingly external to an organization or shared between organizations, such as data transmitted between ecosystem partners, for example between a buyer and a seller. Cumulatively, for (large) organizations, there are data about the same persons and organizations, facilities and locations, products and
services, accounts and other concepts in dozens, hundreds, or even in thousands of data storages. Data
in them differ in format, structure, granularity, and in other characteristics, including their meaning.
The role of master data is centric for data integration and/or federation, and for the resulting data interoperability. With master data we understand non-transactional data that is shared between ISs, for
example, customer data and product data (Loshin, 2010). The generic research problem of the present
article is: how should the complexity of master data be addressed in IS development, especially in data
integration and/or federation projects. We see a data management research gap here, which the transformation from closed systems period to the open systems period has created.
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The other source of motivation for this article comes from a recent case study where we investigated
the failures of IS development (ISD) projects (Dahlberg and Lagstedt, 2018). In that study, one of failures happened in a publicly listed corporation with operations spread to over 200 locations in over 70
countries with close to 20 000 employees. The company wanted to develop and roll out a new product
data management (PDM) IS to all of its business and geographical units. The company’s product and
service portfolio had been streamlined after several mergers and acquisitions, whereas ISs harmonization and integration had been postponed. From the company headquarter executives’ perspective employees in all units had similar standing orders, manufactured similar products and offered similar customer services. Business processes appeared mature and product data unified to them. The ISD project
was deemed a legacy ISs replacement project that would deliver a “one company PDM solution” by
harmonizing product data with no need for new functionalities. The executives of the company considered the ISD project business critical and gave their strong support. The project team members were
experienced and had good understanding of the methods used in the investigated ISD project.
Requirements collection and specification was an enormous task at the beginning of the new PDM
ISD project. Multiple teams from the diverse business units and geographical locations of the company were engaged to do that. The assumptions that legacy ISs could be replaced without functionality
and business process enhancements were challenged almost immediately, and were among the key
failure reasons of the project. This and other ISD method related failure reasons as well as the data
collection and analysis methods used in the case study are described in details in (Dahlberg and Lagstedt, 2018). In this article, we focus on the following issue: How should the complexity of master data, especially data integration / federation, be addressed in ISD projects to ensure data interoperability?
The insufficiency of the so-called golden record, “single/best version of truth”, approach (DAMA
2009, DAMA 2017) and the single data domain, “product data”, focus were the detected master data
management related failure reasons of the failed PDM ISD project. Instead of mature processes and
unified data, the company’s business and geographical units had dissimilar processes that created the
diversity of the data models in their legacy ISs. Only the products and services offered to customers
were commensurate. Despite of these data modelling challenges, the PDM IS was specified and its
development was carried out. The golden record approach soon led to serious problems. The “unified
global master data” was a new concept to the users of product data in the company. They were familiar with their “local master data” models. The technical properties and semantic meanings of seemingly similar product data entities and attributes differed remarkably in local master data models. Later,
during the implementation phase, these process and data inconsistencies created invincible data migration problems between the legacy ISs and the new PDM IS. Business and geographical units were unwilling to use the new PDM IS when they discovered that almost all employees would need to change
fundamentally their way of working. That was a surprise to the IS developers, the project management
of the PDM IS and to the company headquarter executives. The PDM IS was never taken into use.
In this article, we contemplate whether the federative approach to data management and governance
(Dahlberg and Nokkala, 2015; Dahlberg et al., 2016) offers a viable alternative to the golden record
approach in ISD (integration) projects. We investigate this question especially in situations where
master data from multiple ISs and organizations are integrated / federated in order to make the data of
data storages interoperable. We define data federation as the federation of two and usually more data
storages and/or data sources, when data interoperability of those storages and/or sources was not considered at the time of data modelling, IS development and/or the daily operations and use of the data.
The purpose of this article is to investigate the above described research gap in addressing the complexity of master data in IS development projects by comparing the golden record and the federative
approaches. The other purpose is to show how the federative approach has been and could be used in
ISD projects, especially in data integration and interoperability projects. From the generic research
problem and the purposes of our study we formulated the following research questions for this study:
RQ1: How does the golden record approach address master data complexity in ISD projects?
RQ2: How does the federative approach to data management and governance address master data
complexity in ISD projects?
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RQ3: What kind of tools does the federative approach to data management and governance offer to
ISD to federate the (master) data of multiple data storages / sources to achieve data interoperability?
In next chapter, we compare the ontological stances of the golden record and the federative approaches
and illustrate their comparison with two figures. Chapter three describes the methods we used to collect and analyze data in a university hospital case. We then present the tools we used to federate data
in the case, and to support the data integration/federation of ISD projects in general at the university
hospital. We end the article with a discussion and conclusions chapter.

2

Theoretical Background and Ontological Stances of
the Golden Record and the Federative Approaches

Efficient data processing, consolidation, analytics, federation and integration are probably the most
important properties of digital data that are infeasible with analog data. Data processing, consolidation
and analytics are used to cope with large amounts of data and to extract meaningful information from
raw data, for example, into managerial reports. Data analytics supports decision-making, and has led
to the emergence and growth of algorithm-supported and algorithmic decision-making.
Data analytics and algorithmic decision-making can be built “easily” on data (extracted) from single
data storage with a known data model and data structure. Yet, it is usually possible to obtain richer and
deeper insights by integrating or federating data from multiple data storages, that is, by combining
multi-source, multi-format and multi-dimensional data. The main challenge is, how to integrate or federate data so that this does not compromise data quality and/or lead to erroneous algorithmic decisions
caused by missing, erroneous, incomplete and in other ways low quality data, or caused by the mixing
of semantically different meanings (Newell and Marabelli, 2015). For example, differences in the
granularity and semantics of product data between a buyer and a seller may lead to significant amounts
of non-productive manual work. The research project described in the last Chapter of this article addresses these issues. Its aim is to automate and integrate the transfer of product and other supply-chain
logistics information between industrial ecosystem partners by applying agreed UBL standard based
messages, open source reference API programs and blockchain code governed by smart contracts.
The significance of data interoperability in master data and other shared data, the topic of this article,
has increased as one of the consequences of digital data explosion. Data integration or federation between multiple data storages with inconsistent (master) data properties often requires IS development.
But how should the complexity of (master) data be addressed in IS development? The theoretical description of two alternative approaches shows that differences in their data ontological stances lead to
differences in, how the complexity of master data is addressed in ISD work (Wand and Weber, 1990;
Wand and Weber, 1993: Wand and Wang, 1996; Wand and Weber, 2002; DAMA, 2009).

2.1

The Golden Record Approach and IS Development

The master data management (MDM) concept was introduced some 15 years ago as the means to consolidate, cleanse and standardize fragmented product, customer and other master data (DAMA, 2009).
The first efforts simply brought data (storages) together. These efforts failed to produce much progress. The golden record approach then emerged as the solution to the problem, as of what to do with
inconsistent and fragmented master data. The golden record approach has dominated MDM research
and practice during the recent years (see, e.g. DAMA, 2009; DAMA, 2017; Dreibelbis et al., 2008;
Berson and Dubov, 2007). The data management body of the knowledge method (DMBOK) (DAMA,
2009; DAMA 2017), which is representative to this mainstream data management practice, advocates
the golden record approach. “A golden record is a single, well-defined version of all the data entities
in an organizational ecosystem. In this context, a golden record is sometimes called the ‘single version
of the truth,’ where ‘truth’ is understood to mean the reference to which data users can turn when they
want to ensure that they have the correct version of a piece of information. The golden record encompasses all the data in every system of record (SOR) within a particular organization” (Whatis, 2013).
The DMBOK handbook (DAMA, 2009, p. 173) states in a similar tone that “master data management
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requires identifying and/or developing a ‘golden’ record of a truth for each product, place, person, or
organization. In some cases a ‘system of record’ provides the definitive data about an instance …
Once the most accurate, current, relevant values are established, master data is made available for
consistent, shared use across both transactional application systems and data ware-house/business
intelligence environments”.
The ontological assumption of the golden record approach is that it is possible to define and agree on
one version of truth so that all data entities and data attributes mean the same in different data usage
contexts. The golden record approach could therefore also be called as the canonical approach to (master) data. The practical imperative is to establish canonical data models where context and time specific values of the golden record attributes are considered purpose-specific anomalies and replaced with
the golden (canonically true) data values, as in the PDM IS case. The DMBOK method (DAMA,
2009, p. 171) explains this in the following way: “Purpose-specific requirements lead organizations to
create purpose-specific applications each with similar but inconsistent data values in differing formats. These inconsistencies have a dramatically negative impact on overall data quality.”
In the golden record approach, master data could be processed and managed with a separately developed MDM IS or by developing additional MDM functionalities into so called master information systems. For example, an organization might agree that its PDM (product data management) IS the master IS for product data. Consequently product data should be created and maintained in the PDM IS.
Product data should then be transferred (=populated) to all other ISs from the PDM IS. Such a decision
usually requires that extra MDM functionalities be added to the PDM IS. Terms match, merge, and
cleanse and transform (=replace) describe how the golden record approach addresses the ambiguity of
master data in IS development projects. During our research, we collaborated with a few master data
IS service vendors, most notably with Ineo ltd., to understand how product and other master data are
migrated, integrated and made interoperable. According to our research and practice based understanding, the steps to address the ambiguity of master data in IS development are those shown in figure 1:
1. Match: List the attributes of (all) data storages within a master data domain, for example, the product data domain. Detect from the lists, for example, database scripts, similar attributes (=match).
2. Merge: Determine the attributes of the golden record by identifying attributes with most matches.
Develop IS functionalities to merge those attributes to the golden record / the master system IS.
3. Clone and transform: Cleanse merged data by determining the values of golden records and clone
them to (all) integrated data storages. The golden record true values should be used to replace purposespecific (anomalous) values of (all) integrated ISs. After that, new master data records and record value modifications should be created to the golden record / the master system IS and transferred (populated) with possibly needed transformations to the other integrated ISs.
Golden Record

EAI
EAI
System 1

EAI

1.
2.
3.
3.

Match
Merge
a) Clone
b) Transform

System n

System 2

Figure 1.

The golden record approach to master data (together with Timo Seppänen, Ineo Ltd).
EAI means enterprise application interface technologies, tools and services
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2.2

The Federative Approach to Data Management and IS Development

Although the golden record approach has made significant improvements possible, MDM solutions
have remained fragmented instead of being organization-wide (Dahlberg 2010; Dahlberg et al., 2011).
As a whole, the golden record approach has been unable to deliver the promised solution, that is, organization-wide interoperability and/or integration of customer, vendor, employee, product, and other
data facilitated by well-managed master data. In many organizations, this approach has motivated the
execution of large single-domain MDM development projects, especially to harmonize product or customer data. The golden record approach based canonical ontology motivated proposition has been that
multi-domain projects are impossible to execute because they are too complex and large during the
match and merge phases. The benefits of even successful single-domain MDM development projects
have, however, remained lower than estimated. One likely reason is that business transactions, reports
and contents most often include multi-domain data (Cleven and Wortmann, 2010). For example, consider a situation where a sales-person (employee) sells a product to a customer with an agreed payment
term (P/L account). The employee, product, customer and P/L account represent four different (master) data domains. The value of data harmonization remains low, should only the quality of product
master data be high achieved with harmonization. Data migration challenges have also been difficult
to solve. The PDM case described in Chapter 1 and issues discussed in Chapter 2.3 are typical.
The limitations of the golden record approach detected in MDM projects and contextual stance to
philosophical ontology have been the motives to develop the federative approach to data management
and governance, and to introduce it as an alternative to the golden record approach (Dahlberg, 2010;
Dahlberg et al., 2011; Dahlberg and Nokkala, 2015; Dahlberg et al., 2016). In some earlier studies,
researchers argued against the view of one universal or a unified composite data ontology already in
the 1980s. They proposed federated data solutions and architectures (see Heimbigner & McLeod,
1985; Sheth and Larson, 1990). The ontological stance of our federative approach, however, builds
largely on the work of Wand and Weber (Wand and Weber, 1990; Wand and Weber, 1993; Wand and
Wang, 1996; Wand and Weber, 2002). The federative approach could be seen as an attempt to bring
the philosophical ontological stance and the ideas of Wand and Weber from the closed systems to the
open systems period. Ontologically, the major difference to the golden record approach is that context
and time specific values are not regarded as anomalies but are rather deemed as valid and true representations of different data usage contexts. Great care is recommended in replacing and removing context and time specific values, as that could lead to the loss of business critical data in relevant contexts.
From the philosophical perspective, an IS is ontologically an abstract representation of one or more
real-life data usage contexts, that is, data is contextually defined. According to Wand and Weber
(1993) the key principle in the design of a “good” IS is to strive for ontological and contextual completeness. Completeness exists when ontological constructs (things, their properties, and values) are
mapped to the contextual design constructs. Three types of representational problems could hamper
completeness. Firstly, construct overload could be present, that is, one design construct could map into
two or more ontological constructs. For example, a buyer may acquire several products or a product
may be acquired. Secondly, construct redundancy, that is, two or more design constructs may represent a single ontological construct. For example, an order may split into several design constructs such
as customer and vendor transactions, data flows carried out with order forms and product catalogues,
or to order data registered into several data storages. These design constructs are redundant for the ontological construct order but all of them could also be contextually valid and intentional. Thirdly, construct excess, that is, a design construct does not map into any contextually meaningful ontological
construct. For example, non-functional properties of a product, such as the technical data attributes of
a product item could be irrelevant to a buyer but need to be included or attached into the product item
data since that data could be vital to the planning or manufacturing units of the buyer organization.
In principle, these problems can be avoided should the domain realm ontology map completely to the
design realm. In practice, this is impossible since the data of an IS represents a specific context and the
data of multiple ISs several contexts (Wand and Wang 1996). This results largely from the division of
work. Consequently, with ISs an organization sees the real world through and from the lenses of dif-
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ferent contexts (1...n). Due to this reason organizations typically developed separate ISs and data models for each IS usage need already during the closed systems period. For example, procurement, manufacturing, logistics, sales, and accounting (contexts) had their own ISs and data models. It was possible
to transfer data between different ISs (and data models) and to make data interoperable because the
differences in data models were known, and their logical and physical designs were controlled. Data
transformations and mappings provided the means for data transfers and integrations, if needed.
During the open systems period, ISs are bought from IS vendors, and there could be several ISs and
applications for any context, such as procurement. Data models and their designs are no longer under
an organization’s control and could change constantly. Moreover, cameras, mobile devices, sensors
and IoT devices, as well as social media and other similar applications create data with different contextual and semantic meanings. Data deficiencies could cause serious problems to data interoperability, unless the ontological and contextual reasons for data deficiencies are understood. Differences in
data structures, formats, and other data characteristics may even cause differences in how a user perceives the real world through direct observations and its various representations within ISs. Thus, during the open systems period, ability to understand the ontological contextual meaning of data increases
in importance and is a major means to avoid representational and observational problems. The proposition of the federative approach is that data interoperability and/or integration is achieved through
shared attributes and their metadata. According to our understanding, the steps to address the complexity of master data in IS development projects are those shown in figure 2:
1. Identify: Identify shared attributes between data storages that are federated to make data interoperable. Describe IS technical, data processing (=who create and maintain data) and contextual meaning
(=for what purpose is data created and used) metadata properties of each shared attribute.
2. Define and develop cross-references between the shared attributes through their metadata.
3. Connect (=federate) data storages by defining business rules for metadata cross-referencing.
The federative approach proposes that MDM “projects” usually need to address multiple data domains
simultaneously, although there could still be a particular single domain focus, e.g., product data. In
other words, an MDM “project” is advised to concentrate on a specific (limited) use context, and to
make the data of all domains interoperable within that context step by step. The logic is to ensure that
concrete and validated data quality improvements are achieved constantly by first federating two data
storages, by then adding a third, and so on. Master data governance, management and data quality improvements are carried out with continuous improvements rather than in a single project. That is, master data management and the federation of data are seen as a way of organizational life.
Federated attribute

1.
2.
3.

Identify
Cross-reference
Connect

System 1
System n

System 2

Figure 2.
The federative approach to master data (together with Timo Seppänen, Ineo Ltd).
Cross-reference and cross-mapping are synonyms in this approach are both terms are used in the text.
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2.3

Examples of Golden Record Versus Federative Approach

Since the discussion in Chapters 2.1 and 2.2 is theoretical, we feel that the differences between the two
approaches become clearer by looking at a few examples. A missing attribute, especially a missing
mandatory attribute, is a typical data migration de-dupling challenge. For example, a new master data
IS / master IS (e.g. PDM IS) may have product identification attribute as its mandatory search key attribute. This attribute could be missing from one or more ISs, from which data is migrated. If data migration is the only necessary data activity of the IS development project, then this challenge could be
dealt programmatically, for example, with a data completion and conversion program. In data completion and conversion, business rules define the value of the missing attribute and its values on the basis
of some other attributes and their values present in the migrated data. At the same time, the completed
attribute is converted into the format of the receiving (golden record) IS. Alternatively, migrated data
could be completed manually by adding the missing attribute value to each record after migration.
This challenge is more complicated should the usage of the data storages, from which data is migrated,
continue after the migration. For example, the purpose could be to continue the use of local ISs and
their local data attributes intact with the exception of the shared attributes, i.e., global master data. The
solution offered by the golden record approach is to replace the shared attributes and their values in
the local ISs with the golden record attributes and their golden values. The data models of local ISs
need to be modified, if necessary. This solution is not only expensive but could be impossible unless
the organization controls the logical and physical design of all relevant data models. That is unlikely
during the open systems period. The federative approach suggests that completion and conversion
rules are the solution in themselves, since they contain those shared attributes with their metadata descriptions, which are needed to make data interoperable or integrated. The use of such conversion
rules could be made reciprocal to facilitate data transfers from local ISs to an MDM IS and vice versa,
e.g., to allow the entries and modifications of product master data by those who best know the data.
Duplicates are another typical (master) data challenge. For example, a company could have registered
350 000 product items when the actual number of genuine product items is 100 000. Duplicates are a
data quality error should there be only one data storage. Both approaches advise data harmonization
and cleansing for this challenge. The federative approach advises extreme caution in the harmonization and cleansing of duplicates to avoid accidental removal of business critical data, for example an
accidental merging of two open transactions. The federative approach considers duplicates in one data
storage as a (user) data entry error. The proposal is to remove systematic and systemic reasons that
cause double entries instead of jus cleansing data without removing the causes of defects.
This challenge is again more complicated should duplicates be the result of data transfers from several
data storages. Duplicates probably reflect contextual differences between the data models of local ISs,
MDM IS and/or Master IS. The logic of the two approaches is similar as in the example of the missing
data attribute. Data conversion, that is, describing aliases and synonyms with the help of data conversion rules has been used for decades. According to the golden record approach, data conversion is one
of the possible means to replace local values with true golden values. The federative approach suggests that data conversion rules (e.g. conversion tables) are the solution as they contain shared attributes with their metadata, and that conversion rules and tables could again be made reciprocal.
Synonym and changing data values are probably the most challenging complexity of (master) data.
For example, a product item may have several permanent or semi-permanent prices: a procurement
bill of material (BOM) price, a component price after manufacturing, and a spare part price used in
after sales services. Product catalogues and/or price lists are among the means to communicate (semi-)
permanent prices. Still, any of the prices may change over time at different intervals. Accounting research and practice have developed several models and methods to deal with these pricing issues, but
here we are only interested about the (master) data management challenges. A new product item could
replace an existing product item due to technological advancements, supplier changes or some other
reason. Furthermore, each supplier could have a different coding scheme for the same product items.
The normative solution of the golden record approach, that is, the replacement of local values with the
most-true golden record value cannot be applied in these situations. The alternatives are to treat differ-
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ent prices (values) as local values or as additional attributes of golden records, and to promote (product) data value standardization. The downside is that the core principles of the golden record approach
(DAMA 2009; DAMA 2017) are diluted and/or that the content of the golden record becomes either
very generic with very few attributes or very broad with multiple attributes, many of which are empty.
Moreover, these solutions are still unable to solve challenges of master (data) value changes over time
and the changes of values. The issues depicted above have been the other motivation to develop the
federative approach to data management and governance. The proposed solution to all issues is to define shared attributes, to describe their metadata, and to use the metadata to cross-reference shared attributes in order to make data interoperable or integrated. The remaining challenge is how to audit-trail
attribute and metadata descriptions, and their changes over time. Some new technologies, most notably
blockchain, also known as distributed ledger technologies, offer new means to solve this challenge.

3

Methodology - Probing of the Federative Approach

A MDM best practice benchmarking study (Dahlberg, 2010), discussions with MDM IS vendors and
Gartner Inc., and the literature cited above were used above to describe the golden record and federative approaches. In addition to that, we wanted to probe the federative approach in an as complicated
data management case as we were able to find. We supported the informaticists of a Finnish university
hospital in making breast cancer data interoperable. In Finland, over 90 % of patients diagnosed with
breast cancer between 2005 and 2012 were still alive five years after the diagnosis (Finnish Cancer
Registry, 2017). Yet, metastasized (=widely spread) breast cancers kill patients rapidly, that is, the
remaining 10 %. A large number of highly skilled medical, surgical, nursing, rehabilitation and other
professionals participate into cancer treatments, and the data from a large variety of ISs is used. The
university hospital’s breast cancer specialists have access to enormous amounts of internal hospital
data and to external data from other (healthcare) organizations. Still, the detection of malignant breast
cancer cases is currently largely manual and relies on the expertise of the best specialists. The reason
is that most data properties in relevant data storages differ. Data coding varies although the HL7 data
standard is widely used in Finland and ranges from structured patient data and written unstructured
medical reports, radiology pictures and ultrasound videos. Data sources vary from manual IS entries to
real-time time-series created by IoT devices. The objectives of the case study were to find malignant
breast cancers earlier than before and to evaluate the effectiveness of various cancer treatments.
The case study was conducted during the first half of 2016 (Dahlberg et al., 2016). Data collection was
organized through workshops. A Finnish MDM IS vendor (Ineo) gave us the permission to use and
develop further their data federation matrix tools. They had developed those tools in dozens of master
data, mainly SAP, migration and implementation projects. We reorganized their tools, classified
metadata properties into IS technical, informational and contextual categories and gave the improved
tools back to the vendor. The vendor was not otherwise involved in the case. In this article, we present
the matrix tools at a generalized level to protect the intellectual property rights of the MDM IS vendor
and the hospital. Prior to the first workshop, we had three meetings with the informaticists. In these
meetings, we planned together the execution of the workshops, and made them familiar with the federative approach and the tools. Then, in a workshop, we jointly interviewed a specialized group of
breast cancer experts, such as pathologists or patient ISs support experts. Insights and feedback collected were used prior the next workshop to draft the next version of the data federation design with
the tools. We followed the proposed steps of the federative approach shown in Figure 2 as follows:
•

•

Step 1. Identify the most relevant ISs, ISs modules and data storages needed for data inter–
operability. Identify specialists who know, how the data of an identified IS, IS module or data
storage is created, processed and used to treat breast cancer patients and to detect malignant
breast cancer cases. Invite the identified specialists to a workshop for a group interview.
Step 2. Cross-reference identified shared attributes that make data interoperable between ISs,
ISs modules and data storages. Start from two or a few ISs, ISs modules and data storages and
increase their number as the work progresses and learning happens.
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Step 3. Connect the federated data storages by using the IS technical, information processing
and contextual metadata defined for each shared attribute during Step 1.
We used these three steps iteratively. Thus it was possible to complement – both add and reduce – the
number of ISs, ISs modules, data storages, shared attributes and metadata elements. For example, we
identified initially three shared attributes and added the fourth attribute later. Similarly, encouraged by
the tools we received from the MDM IS vendor we considered 30-40 metadata characteristics for each
shared attribute in the beginning. We then noticed that (in this case) focus on a smaller number of the
most important metadata characteristics was enough. It is worth to mention that several international
standards exist for IS technical metadata, such as the ISO 19115, 19119 and 19139, whereas the information processing and socio-technical properties are not covered in ISO or other data standards.
In the collection of empirical data on the case, we followed the guidelines of Yin (Yin, 1994; Yin,
1999) and Eisenhardt (1989) for case studies and for the building of research constructs from case
studies. As Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (1999) mention, case studies can combine different data collection methods, including interviews, observations, and archival material. We wrote a case protocol
(Yin, 1999) to guide empirical data collection. We used all the other data collection methods in the
Yin’s container (Yin, 1994) with the exception of direct observation (of cancer treatments).
•

4

Findings of the Case Study

During the case study, we designed and used step-by-step two data matrixes shown in Figures 3 and 4.
They are illustrated in generalized formats. The informaticists found the matrixes easy to understand
and use. The matrix tool of figure 3 was used during the first two iterative steps of the case. We first
placed the data storages of information systems and, if necessary, ISs modules into the matrix as matrix columns. We then added the shared attributes into to matrix as matrix rows, and finally crossmapped matrix columns and rows. Please, note, that the identification of shared attributes was preceded by the laborious task of compiling and checking the full attribute lists of data storages to be used in
data federation. The informaticists conducted this pre-processing task, which was necessary to identify
shareable attributes. Figure 3 shows the outcome of the iterations with generic IS and attribute names
at the end of the case study. The data matrix tool was also used to determine that the shared attributes
with attribute values really existed or that the attribute and attribute values could be deduced from
some other attributes and their values in a data storage by using appropriate deduction rules.

Figure 3.

Patient
IS

Laboratory
IS

Surgical
IS

Radiotherapy
IS

Pathology
IS

Information
System N

Social security
identification

X

X

X

X

X

X

(Cancer)
diagnosis code

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tumor node
metastasis
(TNM) code

X

X

X

X

X

X

Date of events

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tool to identify shared attributes, X means that an attribute exists or can be deduced

The identification of shared attributes proved to be an easy task for the informaticists and also made
sense to the interviewees during the workshops. The matrix tool helped them to compile shared attributes from all the federated ISs, ISs modules and data storages into a single table. The approach to start
from a few data storages and then include additional data storages also proved useful. It was a surprise
to us that only four attributes and (physical) database scripts (=attribute lists) were needed to make
cancer data interoperable. The combined logic of the four shared attributes is that a person has been
diagnosed to have breast cancer, which can be malignant only if all events happen within a short time
period and have a certain tumor node metastasis (TNM) code. The TNM code does not exist in any
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data storage prior the positive diagnosis of a malignant breast cancer. After that the TNM value is updated to relevant data storages. It is, however, possible to determine the probability of TNM code typical to malignant breast cancers with deduction rules, that is, to collect evidence with algorithms.
The matrix tool shown in Figure 4 was also used during the two first steps of the case. Tables 3 and 4
provide necessary data to connect and cross-map data storages technically. This matrix describes the
three types of metadata characteristics for each shared attribute. Figure 4 illustrates the metadata characteristics of the social security ID attribute in a generalized format, such as field/attribute length, definition of initial attribute value entry process, or definition of the semantic meaning of the attribute.
Please, note, that all of attribute values could have different meanings in the various data storages. The
characteristic values of the matrix are used to support the cross-referencing between data storages.
Social security
identification

Patient IS

Laboratory
IS

Surgical
IS

Radiotherapy
IS

Pathology
IS

Information
system N

IS technical metadata
Field length
Other properties
Information processing metadata
Initial entry
Other properties
Socio-contextual metadata
Definition of the
meaning
Other properties

Figure 4.

Tool to describe the metadata elements of shared attributes for cross-referencing

The content of the cells in the data matrix of Figure 4 provide answers to the following questions:
•

What IS technical metadata characteristics does the shared attribute have (format, length, hierarchy, granularity, mandatory attribute, search key, location,…)?

•

What data and information processing metadata characteristics does the shared attribute have
(data type from processing perspective, source or origin, level of structure and other dimensions, persons and processes responsible for data entry, using and updating, purging…)?

•

What semantic socio-contextually determined meanings of metadata characteristics does the
shared attribute have (meaning in each use context, purpose of creation, changes of meaning
during the attribute’s life-cycle such as entry, using and updating, purging…)?

Who is responsible for the management and governance of the shared attribute (each metadata
element including information security, privacy and data quality)?
The classification of metadata into the three categories and the inclusion of management and governance accountabilities were welcomed by the informaticists. Unclear or missing accountabilities, variations in data processes, and differences in the contextual meanings of data attributes were seen as typical data quality challenges that had previously prevented cancer data interoperability thinking at the
university hospital. In some situations, it was unclear who was responsible for data processing activities. In other situations, the same data processing activity could be carried out in different ways depending on the person executing the activity. These situations usually resulted in data quality defects.
The federative approach, and especially the matrix tools were able to reveal some of those defects.
In some situations, contextual semantic metadata descriptions were needed to describe the differences
in interoperable data values. For example, the layman’s rule of thumb for the normal human body
temperature is 37 degrees Celsius (98.6 degrees Fahrenheit). Yet, after sleep, stressful activity, or
(breast cancer) surgery a clearly lower or higher body temperature is normal. In addition, the measurement device, the method, and their calibrations as well as the contextual characteristics of meas•
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urements, such as persons lying, sitting or standing influence the detected body temperature values.
Rectal, vaginal, optic, oral, and axillary measurements are known to produce systematically different
body temperature values (Kelly, 2006). In some units of the hospital, nurses reduce habitually the values body temperature measures with x.x degrees due to patient-care-related reasons, whereas the nurses of other units do not. The federative approach was able to capture (some of) these data ambiguities.
In summary, the federative approach distinguishes itself from the golden record approach and canonical data integration endeavours in general by suggesting that the compilation of data into single data
storage (vault) is only one possible option to make data interoperable. Another option is to let the original data reside where they are and to make data interoperable by federating data on the basis of shared
attributes’ metadata and by cross-mapping the shared attributes. The two matrix tools shown in Figures 3 and 4 were developed to do that. From the IS development perspective, this suggests the development of an MDM and metadata repository IS is enough in such situations. The metadata repository
IS contains data federation rules, the meanings of shared attributes, descriptions of data formats, other
metadata characteristics definitions and the database scripts of data storages made interoperable.
Metadata descriptions are created and updated only when new data interoperability needs emerge.
Similarly, new metadata and cross-mapping descriptions can be added whenever needed, for example,
to fulfil a new management reporting need. This also means that so-called big bang projects with single domain focus can be avoided. Instead of that, data interoperability is developed continuously at the
pace of organizational learning. (MDM) projects could speed up such continuous development. The
logic of the metadata-enabled cross-mapping is to make all attributes of federated data storages potentially interoperable in their original meanings. (Physical) database scripts are needed to support that.

5

Discussion and Conclusions

As the motive of the present article, we depicted digital data explosion and how ISs user organizations
have lost logical and physical design control over the data models and ISs they use during the open
systems period. Data is increasingly external and provided as an inseparable part of IS services along
with unknown and rapidly changing data models. Despite of these developments, the ability to integrate or federate data is increasingly important for organizations as the amount of digital data continues to grow at a breath-taking speed. We also briefly described how the complexity of (product) master data contributed to an IS development project failure in a large global company. We discovered a
research gap in how to address (master) data complexity in IS development and compared two ontologically different approaches to fill this research gap.
The ontological assumption of the golden record, the canonical, approach is that it is possible to find
and agree single true values for the attributes of golden records. In other words, each physical record
of the golden record data storage contains the truest values for the attributes of that physical record.
The proposition is that the anomalous values of local ISs need to be replaced with the true golden values after the golden records have been created. The golden record approach addresses master data
complexity by first matching the attributes of integrated data storages. The matched attributes are then
merged to establish the golden record and the golden values of each attribute’s physical records are
determined and agreed. Finally, the truest golden values are cloned and transmitted to replace the attribute values of local ISs data storages. This is our answer to the first research question.
The contextual ontological assumption of the federative approach to data management and governance
is that the data models of local ISs data reflect different true and valid real-world contexts. Replacements of local ISs data values with golden record data values may therefore delete business critical
data, and should be avoided unless there are contextually determined reasons for that, i.e., there is (only) one context. The purpose of data federation is to make data interoperable. The federative approach
addresses master data complexity by first identifying shared attributes between federated data storages. Cross-mappings between the shared attributes are then defined and implemented with the help of
shared attributes’ IS technical, information processing and semantic socio-contextual properties. The
one- and especially bi-directional cross-mapping rules facilitate data transfers between data storages.
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The attributes of the federated data storages become interoperable with the help of their database
scripts or schemas with their original values. This is our response to the second research question.
We described two matrix tools that were designed and used in a case study. The objective of the case
study was to make diverse breast cancer data interoperable through data federation in order to detect
malignant breast cancers earlier and to evaluate cancer treatments’ effectiveness. We developed the
tools from earlier versions of similar tools used by a Finnish MDM IS vendor in other contexts, such
as food and technology manufacturing as well as whole and retail commerce industries. The tools
made the federative approach operationally useful in the real-world context of the case. The informaticists of the hospital found them easy to use. This is our response to the third research question.
Based on our experiences, the major intellectual difficulty of the federative approach lies in understanding the practical consequences of the approach’s ontological stance. Most people agree intuitively with the statement that the meaning of data is contextual and should not be replaced (with a golden
value) unless there are compelling reasons to do so. They also agree with the statement that the variations of data processes are most often the reasons of data quality defects. At the same time, the same
people still attempt to enforce single values to the attribute values of ISs and propose that this is the
only way to collect harmonized data into large databases. They also try to solve data quality defects
with data cleansing projects without changing the reasons that are the causes of these defects.
The obvious question is, why? One possible answer is that ISs professionals and users are accustomed
to the canonical data models of the ISs they develop and/or use. Another related possibility is that they
have not been aware of alternatives, such as the federative approach. To develop any single IS, it is
mandatory to define a canonical data model for the real-world context of that IS since any data attribute can have only one meaning in a specific context. In chapter 2, we discussed possible design defects
in the mapping of real world and IS constructs (Wand and Weber, 1993). DMBOK and its established
data management methods are useful for this. However, that does not mean that all real world contexts
and their data models are similar, or that it would be possible to integrate them into one canonical data
model without losing contextual meanings. In our opinion, the most important conclusion of our study
is that data complexity of (master) data needs to be addressed differently in the IS development of a
single ISs and in the integrating or federating of multiple ISs. The two approaches appear complementary to us. Determining suitable use contexts for each approach is an amenable topic of future studies.
The industrial corporation discussed in Chapter 1 participates into a 2,5 year research project that
started in August 2017. Cumulatively three universities, over 40 industrial companies and the Business
Finland are engaged and funding two sister projects. One of the main objectives of the projects is to
develop automated and integrated supply chain data interoperability to manage and govern the product
data life cycle within these industrial ecosystems. In addition to the federative approach, we build that
research on standardized (=industrial ecosystem level agreed) process and data models (Korpela et al.,
2016) taken from the OASIS/ISO UBL 2.2 standard. The 300 attributes of the data model establish the
core of shared attributes to which data from the ISs of each participating company is federated. For the
industrial corporation discussed in Chapter 1 these research projects offer the opportunity to pilot with
the federative approach in a business ecosystem context. In these research projects, we as researchers
are able to conduct additional case studies in international contexts and extend the use of the federative
approach to the ecosystem level. With such additional studies we address the main limitations of the
present study (single case, single country, limited data). Despite of these limitations, we suggest that
the present study contributes to research by showing how to address the complexity of master data in
IS development projects, by linking MDM and data management issues into IS development, and by
demonstrating how the federative approach can be used in real-life IS development projects.
Our findings suggest also other propositions, which are suitable for future research. Ontological and
other differences between the federation, integration, management and governance of single and multiple data storages in open systems environments offer ample opportunities for research. Our advice to
researchers is to deploy these opportunities. Our advice to practitioners is to seek alternatives to the
golden record approach in efforts to make data interoperable between multiple data storages, and to
avoid large conceptually oriented single-domain (MDM) governance projects.
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